PC421/621-D
Module 10
Learning Guide
Everyday Theology of Technology +
Vocation in the Wider World
Before you start...





Do 30-40 pages of pre-reading for this week (see Unit Guide pp6-7 + ~p19ff: pdfs on Moodle)
Explore unit guide journal topics, and post to forum (modules 2-11)
From the reading, come prepared to share a question, challenge, implication & application
If it’s your turn, come ready to share about a-z of everyday theology or a spiritual practice

1. INTRODUCTION
Last module we constructed our second theology of everyday life. It was all about the body. Yet, how do we
understand and use our bodies in a cyber age? This module we tackle technology and vocation.
In the first session, we’ll seek a Biblical perspective on technology in pursuit of more faithful practice with
our various mod-cons. How do we image God in a high tech world? In session two, then, we will work
through our weekly staples, including A-Z of everyday theology, practicing God’s presence, and small group
time debriefing the readings and journal activities.
In session three, we’ll focus in on our work, considering how we can “close the kingdom gap” between
what is and what should be in our primary vocation. This is also a great time to practice theological
reflection on the case studies we filled out in module one.
OBJECTIVES
The objectives of this module are to:
1. Reflect on our use of technology that we may image God faithfully in a high tech world.
2. Envision our vocations as arenas where we seek first God’s kingdom.
OUTCOMES
On completion of this module, students are expected to form godly guidelines for their use of a popular
technological device, and determine three new actions that help align work now with God’s not yet.
SESSION FLOW (lecture runs 9:20-10:10am, then 10:30-11:20am and 11:25am-12:15pm)
9:20 Everyday Theology III: TECHNOLOGY (50 minutes)
10:30 Weekly Praxis: A-Z Everyday Theology, Practicing God’s Presence, Group Debrief (50 minutes)
11:25 God @ Work: Focusing Your Vocation to Bridge the Kingdom Gap (50 minutes)
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2. EVERYDAY THEOLOGY III: TECHNOLOGY

Resource 10.1
As per the Unit Guide (~pp19), Moodle has pdfs for recommended and optional readings for Module 10:
Recommended Reading:
Quentin Schultze, “Identifying Our Techno-Moral Crisis,” in Habits of the High-Tech Heart:
Virtuously in the Information Age (Grand Rapids, MI: Baker Academic, 2002), 15-24.

Living

R Paul Stevens, “Faith: Doing God’s Work,” in Seven Days of Faith: Every Day Alive with God
(Colorado Springs, CO: NavPress, 2001), 19-29 (+ notes p230).
Gordon Preece, “Vocation in a Post-vocational World: The Meaning, De-meaning, and
meaning of Work,” in The Bible and the Business of Life, ed. Simon Holt and Gordon Preece
South Australia: ATF Press), 192-215.

Re(Adelaide,

Optional Reading:
Douglas Schuurman, “Vocation in the Wider World,” in Vocation: Discerning Our Callings in Life (Grand Rapids, MI: Eerdmans,
2004), 173-181.
Andy Crouch, “Cultivation and Creation,” in Culture Making: Recovering Our Creative Calling (Downers Grove, Ill: IVP Books,
2008), 65-77.
Wendell Berry, “Why I Am Not Going to Buy a Computer,” in What Are People for? (Berkeley, CA: Counterpoint, 2010), 170-177.
R. Paul Stevens, “Doing the Lord’s Work,” in The Other Six Days: Vocation, Work, and Ministry in Biblical Perspective (Grand
Rapids, MI: Eerdmans, 1999), 106-130.
David Benson, “A Label I’m Learning to Embrace [mobile-phones and being a ‘luddite’]” Wonderingfair.com here (3pp).

On the issue of technology, John Dyer’s blog “Don’t Eat the Fruit” (book From the Garden to the City
here) has some fantastic and deep reflections. As his tag line says, “Technology is Fast but Redemption is
Slow.” Two other Wondering Fair posts may be of interest concerning technology: “Technology
Interrupted” here, and “Mad Men and Cool Whip” here. On the habit of deep reading in a shallow
world, and protecting this deep formation, see blog post and book here, alongside Nicholas Carr’s works
including The Shallows and Glass Cage, on how Internet and Computers (respectively) shape the brain.

For some more great reading on the theme of technology, see:
Berry, Wendell. Life Is a Miracle: An Essay against Modern Superstition. Washington, D.C.: Counterpoint, 2000. [You can listen to
a 53 minute mp3 featuring interviews with Berry among others, on “How to think about science” here]
Ellul, Jacques. The Technological Society. New York: Vintage Books, 1967.
Lewis, C. S. The Abolition of Man; Or, Reflections on Education with Special Reference to the Teaching of English in the Upper
Forms of Schools. New York: Macmillan, 1965. [Especially chapter 3, available here. See also his 3-part space trilogy here: Out of
the Silent Planet; Perelandra; That Hideous Strength ]
Morris, Tim, and Don Petcher. Science and Grace God's Reign Over His Creation. [S.l.]: Crossway Books, 2006.
Nowak, Peter. Sex, Bombs and Burgers: How War, Porn and Fast Food Created Technology As We Know It. Toronto: Viking
Canada, 2010.
Postman, Neil. Amusing Ourselves to Death: Public Discourse in the Age of Show Business. New York: Viking, 1985.
Postman, Neil. Technopoly: The Surrender of Culture to Technology. New York: Knopf, 1992.
Rice, Jesse. The Church of Facebook: How the Hyperconnected Are Redefining Community. Colorado Springs: David Cook, 2009.

Students are required to read 30-40 pages (for PC421 & 621 respectively) in preparation from the lecture. This must
include at least *one* recommended reading, which you must engage in the assessed journal entries for modules
2-11. Additionally, you can make up the remaining pages by drawing on any of the recommended or optional
readings that are of interest. This is a key component of your learning in this course. Alongside reviewing the
lecture notes, this reading comprises 3 hours of your 10 hours per week involvement (p4 Unit Guide).
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2.1

Opening Prayer, Courtesy of Michael Leunig
God let us be serious.
Face to face.
Heart to heart.
Let us be fully present.
Strongly present.
Deeply serious.
The closest we may come
to innocence.
Amen

2.2

Gardening in God’s Image

**Distance students can access all the resources behind the following session (video, mp3, transcript,
discussion guide and more) from traverse.org.au here, as presented by the Logos apologetics team:
“Unplugged: Imaging God in a High Tech World.” The intro runs from 0:00 to 5:34 here.**
Watch this clip:

In the beginning God planted a garden and He put us in it: “Fill the earth and subdue it! Tend and care for
this garden planet as I tend and care for you.” When we garden God’s way, we mirror His image to all
creation. “And God saw all that He had made, and it was very good.”
The call to cultivate lies behind culture, while the commission to subdue the world requires study and
technique—the foundation for science and technology. It’s no coincidence that the Biblical story starts in a
garden and ends in a landscaped city. Science and technology are part of God’s plan to bless the world and
reflect His image. And to varying degrees, as God sees the tools we use and the culture we’ve made, He still
pronounces it “very good.”
The issue is how we journey from the garden to the city. On that tragic day when we ate the forbidden
fruit, technology became both a blessing and a curse. Would our science care for or consume this garden
planet? Do our devices draw us into God’s presence, or depress our desire for His Kingdom? Would our
techniques to form and transform the world magnify or mutilate the image of God in us?
Buttons or Zippers? Like the Amish drawing a line between what their community endorses or eschews, any
distinction sounds like semantics: “Eftpos and Email are in, but Twitter and TV are out.” There are no easy
answers. But have we unplugged for long enough to get a fresh perspective? Do we unthinkingly upgrade
with the crowd? Can we hear God’s still small voice calling us to be a counterculture? WWJD?
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How would Jesus live in this kind of world? If we’re seriously about following Jesus and seeking first His
Kingdom, then how should we live in an electronic environment?
How do we image God in a high tech world? It’s time to get unplugged.
Technology has been a blessing. But sometimes we need an “out-of-water” experience to assess the
electronic ocean in which we all swim. As you engage with the following perspectives, consider your own
use of technology. Does it magnify or mutilate the image of God in you? How would Jesus have you live?
•
•
•
•
•
•

2.3

Medical Technology: Humility vs. Pride
Constant Noise: Transformation vs. Information
Family and Television: Connect vs. Fracture
Engaging a Hurting World: Serve vs. Self-Serve
How much is too much?: Freedom vs. Addiction
Environmental Waste: Cultivate vs. Consume

Andy Crouch, Culture Making … brief summary here, and blog here

Andy Crouch’s book distinguishes gestures from postures. A gesture is a way we may move or act
the world, as the occasion demands. For instance, at times it is appropriate for the Church to …

in

Condemn culture … prophetically denouncing that which destroys life
e.g. _______________________________________________
Critique culture … analysing how culture does or doesn’t align with a Biblical worldview
e.g. _______________________________________________
Copy culture … imitating that which is truly good in culture, finding related Christian forms
e.g. _______________________________________________
Consume culture … stop talking about it and simply enjoy and experience the world in which we live
e.g. _______________________________________________
Nevertheless, a gesture must never become a posture—an overriding mode of engaging the world. It is too
simplistic (indeed, it is unfaithful) to constantly engage the world in one of these modes. None of these
actions will have a lasting impact upon the world. Rather, we ‘change the world’ when we live out of two
primary postures, engaging in purposeful work:
Culture Keeping … intentional acting to preserve that which is good in our culture against forces of entropy
and corruption
e.g. _______________________________________________
Culture Making … creating new expressions and artefacts of culture (in beauty, truth, and love), embodying
a Christian worldview, which changes the horizon of how people see the world and live in it
e.g. _______________________________________________
“[A]fter contemplation, the artist and the gardener both adopt a posture of purposeful work. They bring their creativity
and effort to their calling. The gardener tends what has gone before, making the most of what is beautiful and
weeding out what is distracting or useless. The artist can be more daring: she starts with a blank canvas or a solid
piece of stone and gradually brings something out of it that was never there before. They are acting in the image of
One who spoke a world into being and stooped down to form creatures from the dust. They are creaturely creators,
tending and shaping the world that original Creator made.”—Andy Crouch

What insights does this heuristic give for how I use technology?
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
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Class Activity 10.1 … An Everyday Theology of Technology
Consider the following phenomena:
facebook/twitter/instagram
mobile phones
high-tech surgery
online gaming
television/movies
cars/transport
In pairs, choose one of these six technologies, and take 40 minutes to work through the following qns.:
1. Explanation: What is happening and why, in terms of our use/practices with this device (15 minutes).
Remember, start with a Rich Description like Don Browning’s VOTER framework (vision/narrative;
obligations; tendency-need; environmental-social situation/limitations; rules-roles) from module 5. Then,
draw in normative, situational, and existential perspectives, evaluating the truth of each.
In terms of stimulus, check out the Ericsson 2012 Report on uses
(under Moodle, Module 10, Extra Resources).

of technology here

You might also find helpful insights from psychology on the
addiction, such as with online gaming:

nature of

2. Understanding: What should be happening? (15 minutes)
Remember, you’re seeking a normative (biblical) perspective on the issue, especially from the narrative
perspective of creation, fall, Israel, Jesus, Church, New Creation. Don’t forget to include the insights of
tradition, whether old or new. You can also take a systematic perspective of major themes surrounding
your topic. Whatever approach you use, try and formulate 3-5 key points below.






_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________

In terms of stimulus, check out Andy Crouch’s reflections on media and Christ’s incarnation here.
Cf. “The More You Connect, the Less You Connect” ads here.
Also, the Logos Video “Unplugged” here might have
helpful insights from the issues addressed:
(a) Medical Technology: Humility vs. Pride (12:28-16:25)
(b) Constant Noise: Transformation vs. Information (16:26-21:37)
(c) Family and Television: Connect vs. Fracture (21:38-27:30)
(d) How much is too much?: Freedom vs. Addiction (27:31-31:00)
(f) Environmental Waste: Cultivate vs. Consume (31:15-36:36)
3. Change: How will I respond? (10 minutes) Dot-point three changes you’ll make toward truthful action.
 _______________________________________________________________________________
 _______________________________________________________________________________
 _______________________________________________________________________________
In terms of stimulus, check out Wendell Berry’s “standards for technological innovation” here.
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2.4

Questions for Self Reflection (Emerging from the “Unplugged” Talk)

Medical Technology … Humility vs. Pride?
How does my use of medical technology encourage either humility or pride?
Is my foundational trust placed in the regenerative work of Christ as Saviour, or is my faith invested in manmade solutions?
Does my use of technology develop virtue and character, or does it foster a desire to control the external
world while I stay the same?

Constant Noise … Transformation vs. Information?
How does my use of technology encourage either transformation or information?
How much “noise” do I willingly expose myself to every day? How and when do I “unplug” to hear the still
small voice of God?
Do my daily patterns foster engagement with the world and connection with God toward transformation,
or am I more prone to distraction and disengagement? WWJD?

Family and Television … Connect vs. Fracture?
How does my use of technology either connect or fracture my closest relationships?
What short and long term effects might it have on my family to switch off the ‘idiot box’?
To some degree we become what we watch: we begin to reflect both the medium containing the message,
and the character traits of the ‘stars’. As a family, then, do we use technology to bring up a generation of
jaded kids whose purpose is to be entertained, or a generation of hopeful kids whose purpose is to love,
connect and serve?

Engaging with a Hurting World … Serve vs. Self-Serve?
How does my use of technology encourage me to either serve or self-serve?
In what specific ways has technology affected my awareness of and responsiveness to this world’s needy
people, reflecting “God’s preferential option for the poor”?
“Redemption is fast, but technology is slow.” Or, in other words, “Character is not built at the push of a
button.” What does this look like in my life? How could I reverse this trend?
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“How Much is Too Much” … Freedom vs. Addiction?
How does my use of electronic technology encourage either freedom or addiction?
What am I like when my technology is taken away? What world are we opening up for our kids? How can I
find moderation? What dangers have I found lurking on the World Wide Web?
1 Corinthians 6, 8, and 10 offers a helpful frame to assess our use of technology such as Internet, Facebook,
iPhone, and Multiplayer Games. We are free to do anything, but …
Is my use beneficial, or does it dominate my life and time? (6:12)
Does my use cause another to stumble? (8:13)
Does my use build others and myself up, all for the glory of God? (10:23-24, 31-33)
(Christ came to set us free, so don’t become slaves again to anything: John 8:31-36, Galatians 5:1, 13-26)

Environmental Waste and Want … Cultivate vs. Consume?
How does my use of technology and expenditure cultivate or consume God’s creation?
To what degree is our western high tech culture responsible for the mess the world is in?
Do my consumption patterns mirror or prophetically challenge the status quo?
God loves the world, and the call to tend and care for His garden planet speaks against unnecessary waste
and bloated want. As I recall my most recent high-tech purchases, “Did I really need this?”
How might Jesus shape my lifestyle choices toward Godly stewardship?

2.5

Imaging God in a High Tech World
**Distance students can watch this conclusion to the “Unplugged” talk from 36:38 to 42:17 here.**

In the beginning God planted a garden and He put us in it:
“Fill the earth and subdue it!
Tend and care for this garden planet as I tend and care for you.”
When we garden God’s way, we mirror His image to all creation.
As God looks at your use of technology, does He declare, “It is very good”?
The solution is neither to completely avoid, nor uncritically embrace, all that is high tech. Christ wants us to
be in the world but not of it. We’re his lights on a hill and we shouldn’t be covered up. We must remember
that, historically, technology has introduced just as many problems as it has solved. And the world’s
problems—the starvation, wars, slave trafficking—are ultimately issues of the heart. That’s because it’s not
technology that makes us evil. It’s not our cars and traffic jams that cause road rage. It’s us. It’s sin. Jesus
said it’s “what comes out of a man’s heart that makes him defiled.”
Technology may help, but only Christ is the final answer.
In our journey from the garden to the cultivated city, how will we use technology?
Does our use magnify or mutilate the image of God in us?
Technology & Vocation
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Assess the effect of technology on your life by the fruit of the Spirit (Galatians 5:13-25):
Love
Joy
Peace
Patience
Kindness
Goodness
Gentleness
Faithfulness
Self Control
For the technological mediums you currently use, consider under God how you will develop
“Habits of the High Tech Heart” (Quentin Schultze):
How can I be more authentic and truthful?
(Think Facebook profiles and Tweets.)
How can I practice discernment and moderation?
(Think TV, Internet, & Texting.)
Perhaps it’s time to unplug from some technology or media or information so that God’s image will gain
greater resolution. How might you electronically fast, to truly assess how well your use of technology
fosters a desire for Christ and His Kingdom (Matthew 6:33)?

Reflection Activities 10.1 & 10.2
After working through class activity 10.1, journal at least 30 (meaningful!) words in response the
following questions, and tick off the related boxes on pp. 14/15 of the unit guide.
#10.1 For your chosen technological device/activity (particularly thinking upon your personal use),
explain what is happening & why? How is your usage magnifying or mutilating the image of God in you?
#10.2 After engaging the Scriptures to seek what should be happening, and correlating this with the
insights above to discover common ground, write three things you will change in pursuit of more truthful
actions, to glorify God in our high-tech age.
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3. WEEKLY PRACTICES
 DRAWING FROM THE POOL OF NAMES, MODULE 12’S CONTRIBUTORS WILL BE …
Y-Z OF EVERYDAY THEOLOGY: ______________ SPIRITUAL PRACTICE: _________________

Class Activity 10.2 … A-Z of Everyday Theology (5 mins)
Most modules (2-7, 9-10 + 12), one pre-selected student will share a theology of everyday life related to
one of the assigned letters (see the unite guide pp6-7, or below). That is, use the pdf under module 1
optional readings “The Complete Book of Everyday Christianity (Banks and Stephens)”. Here’s the
reference, found on hold in Malyon’s Library (248.03 BAN):
Banks, Robert J, and R Paul Stephens (eds). The Complete Book of Everyday Christianity: An A-to-Z Guide
to Following Christ in Every Aspect of Life. (Downers Grove, IL: InterVarsity Press, 1997).
On pages 1161-1166 you’ll find an alphabetical index of all the topics covered in this book. Each entry is
fairly short, normally 3-5 pages, so you can either skim it in the library, or photocopy it for later
reference. Choose a topic that interest you. In all this should take you at most 30 minutes to prepare …
don’t go overboard, and it’s not for marks! Prepare to share some thoughts for 5 minutes in class,
covering:
1. What aspect of everyday life you’re focusing on, and what it looks like in your life (tell a story to
describe it, or put it in a scenario): What is going on?
2. Interpret this everyday action in the context of your life, drawing on insights from whatever
sources help you better understand your actions (e.g. secular sources like science, sociology, and
definitely Scripture and/or tradition): Why is this going on?
3. What are 2 key questions we might all ask ourselves to better reflect on this aspect of everyday
life as we seek truthful action?
4. Drawing especially on Scripture, what are some wise principles (phronēsis) that might shape how
we integrate our theology and practices (praxis), changing our habits in seeking first Christ’s
Kingdom to the glory of God? That is, how will you act differently for having reflected on this?
What ought to be going on, and How might we respond?
5. We’ll then close this segment as one other student prays for you, and the class, that we may live
faithfully every day as we follow Christ.
In simplest terms, tell a story drawing out this aspect of your everyday life, to answer 3 key questions:
What is going on and why? What ought to be going on? How might we respond?1
Here are your letter options for each week:
MODULE 02: A-C (Student: _______________)
MODULE 04: G-I (Student: _______________)
MODULE 06: M-O (Student: ______________)
MODULE 08: Skip this week
MODULE 10: V-X (Student: _______________)

MODULE 03: D-F (Student: _______________)
MODULE 05: J-L (Student: _______________)
MODULE 07: P-R (Student: _______________)
MODULE 09: S-U (Student: _______________)
MODULE 12: Y-Z (Student: _______________)

1

These questions are posed by Graham Stanton, “Reforming ‘Practical Theology’: Can a Reformed Theologian have
Their Scripture and Practice Too?” St. Mark’s Review 224 (May 2013), 23, http://search.informit.com.au/
documentSummary;dn=136898995848871;res=IELHSS (accessed June 5, 2013). This article is posted to Moodle,
Module 1, Extra Resources. Stanton is simplifying Richard Osmer’s four questions in Practical Theology: An
Introduction (Grand Rapids, MI: Eerdmans, 2008), 4.
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Class Activity 10.3 … Practicing God’s Presence (5 mins)
One pre-selected student each week will share an everyday practice (‘spiritual discipline’) that keeps
you alert to God’s presence throughout the week. It could be something you do to keep you from sin, to
redirect your focus, to remind you to pray, to dedicate your day to God, to centre your heart, to alleviate
anxiety, to count your many blessings … whatever it is, this practice should engage your whole being
(“loving the Lord your God with your whole heart, soul, mind, and strength,” so, it should be bodily as
well, not just a cognitive exercise).
Simply share on these points:
1. What is the practice: explain and demonstrate it, explaining the idea behind this particular action
2. Share how you’ve gone putting it into practice – e.g. what works, what doesn’t work, what effect
has it had, any practical tips?
3. How might we as a group try it out this coming week? (We debrief this next module)
4. Which fruit of the Spirit will it help cultivate? (love, joy, peace, patience, kindness, goodness,
gentleness, faithfulness, and self-control)
If you want more guidance and ideas for topics, check out these sources in the library [248.4]:
Bass, Dorothy C., and Mary Shawn Copeland. Practicing Our Faith: A Way of Life for a Searching People, revised 2nd
edition. Hoboken, N.J: Jossey-Bass, 2010. [248.4 BAS]
Benedict, and Luke Dysinger. The Rule of St. Benedict: Latin & English. Trabuco Canyon, Calif: Source Books, 1997.
Online here.
Calhoun, Adele Ahlberg. Spiritual Disciplines Handbook: Practices That Transform Us. Downers Grove, Ill:
InterVarsity Press, 2005. [248.4 CAL]
Foster, Richard J. Celebration of Discipline: The Path to Spiritual Growth. London: H&S, 1980. [248.4 FOS]
Lawrence. The Practice of the Presence of God, Being Conversations and Letters of Nicholas Herman of Lorraine,
Brother Lawrence. Westwood, N.J.: Revell, 1958. [209.2 LAW]
Ortberg, John. The Life You've Always Wanted: Spiritual Disciplines for Ordinary People. Johannesburg: Struik
Christian Books, 2005.
Scazzero, Peter. Daily Office: Remembering God's Presence Throughout the Day: Begin the Journey. Barrington,
IL: Willow Creek Assn, 2008. [242.2 SCA]
Shamy, Andrew, Sam Bloore and Roshan Allpress. The Hare and the Tortoise: Learning to Pace Ourselves in a World
Gone Mad. Lynfield, Auckland: Compass Foundation, 2011. [248.4 SHA]
Stevens, R. Paul. Disciplines of the Hungry Heart: Christian Living Seven Days a Week. Wheaton, Ill: H. Shaw, 1993.
[248.4 STE]
Volf, Miroslav, and Dorothy C. Bass. Practicing Theology: Beliefs and Practices in Christian Life.
Grand Rapids, Mich: Eerdmans, 2002. [230 VOL]
Willard, Dallas. Renovation of the Heart: Putting on the Character of Christ.
Colorado Springs, CO: NavPress, 2002. [248.4 WIL]
Willard, Dallas. The Spirit of the Disciplines: Understanding How God Changes Lives.
London: Hodder & Stoughton, 1996. [online here]

Here is a quick list of the disciplines mentioned in Foster's book (see also here):
Inner Disciplines: Meditation | Prayer | Fasting | Study
Outer Disciplines: Simplicity | Solitude | Submission | Service
Corporate Disciplines: Confession | Worship | Guidance | Celebration
Remember, spiritual disciplines include activities like hospitality, singing, “the Jesus prayer” and more.
You’re only limited by your imagination: whatever thick practices that form new habits that shape your
heart towards the Kingdom of God are ripe for exploring! (See Christ’s Pieces Practices here.)
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Class Activity 10.4 … Group Time (30 mins)
Each module we’ll break into the same small groups of ~3-4 people. You can join with who you like, and
change around if you’d rather, but can I suggest you find a stable group of the same sex. This will help in
debriefing some more personal journal questions as the course progresses.
Here’s the things you’re to work through:
1) Which of the pre-readings did you engage? Share a brief summary of the key points. (You may
even find it helpful during this time to divvy up the next module’s readings, so between you
they’re all covered.) [5 minutes]
2) From what you read, debrief using these four aspects [10-15 minutes]
-a question—something you don’t get, or want to clarify
-a challenge—something you disagree with, or want to nuance
-an implication—“so what” for your theology of everyday life
-an application—something useful right now in your context
(It’s helpful to jot notes using these 4 themes (Q/C/I/A) as you read outside class. This helps you engage
what’s said, without getting too hung up on the details as you’re not examined on this. That said, each
journal entry you need to engage with *one* of the recommended readings.)
3) Debrief the previous module, keeping it at the level of what it means in your life as you seek to
integrate your theology and your everyday activities. Focus in on the RELATED JOURNAL
QUESTION for modules 2-11 (discussed and due in weeks 3-12). Pray for each other [15 minutes]
Journal #8 (re: module 9): Share and critically reflect on your practice of either (a) a spiritual discipline
such as fasting; (b) play/sport/recreation; (c) everyday existence (e.g. body image, eating/drinking,
sleeping, sex), as it relates to the physicality (bodily-dimension) of being human.
Journal #9 (re: module 10): Share and critically reflect on either (a) your use of technology: in what ways
is it enhancing or defacing God’s image in you?; (b) your everyday vocation: if someone were to observe
your actions across the last week, how would they describe and rate your intentionality at seeking first
the Kingdom of God in every facet of your work?
(n.b. Moodle has the journal question as a FORUM under each module, 2-11. You don’t have to post your
150-200 word reflections onto this forum—especially if it’s more personal than you want to reveal—
however doing this weekly may be a helpful discipline to process as the course progresses rather than
leaving it to the last minute. Additionally, it engages the online students as you share your thoughts and
respond to what others share. So, give it a go!)
4) Offer a brief statement about your use of your time during the previous week, together with a
concise self-evaluation. How did you go with trialling the student-led spiritual discipline from last
module, trying to “practice the presence of God” in your everyday life? [5mins]
5) If you finish all this with time left, then grab a case study from the jar, and work through these
questions: What is going on and why? What ought to be going on? How might we respond?
(Across this course, our hope is that theological reflection on all of life would become second nature.
While it’s not the simplest model, I think the “five movement” adaptation of Richard Osmer’s approach is
a great frame. Why not try it with the case study above? Or, use any of the following …)
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Models of Theological Reflection – try these out with the Case Studies:
A. Simple = See  Judge  Act
1. What is going on and why?
2. What ought to be going on?
3. How might we respond?

Every model of theological reflection—regardless of
the number of steps—should be concerned with
explaining a practical situation, understanding the
situation through a dialogue between secular and
theological perspectives, and finally changing the
situation with renewed praxis.2
B. Intermediate = The Pastoral Cycle3
Experience (of the concrete tension in a local context) 
Exploration (analysis of the situation through insights from secular and
religious critical perspectives) 
Reflection (seeking to correlate these insights toward guides for action) 
Action (new practices directed by reflective-practitioners that, once
implemented, start another progressive spiral)

C. Advanced = “Five Movements” and DECIDE4

Describe: Describe the social condition, individual or group practice, activity or behaviour that you
are addressing.

Explore: Explore alternative non-theological models of explanation or understandings of this
condition.

Consider Christian Resources: Consider what biblical studies, historical theology, systematic
theology, church history and other Christian resources might relate to the condition being studied.

Integrate/Inform: Compare Christian resources with nontheological models to determine how
they relate.

Develop: Develop a practical, concrete new action that can lead to new practices to transform the
condition.

Evaluate: Evaluate intended and unintended consequences of new action and practice.

2

Gerben Heitink, Practical Theology: History, Theory, Action Domains (Grand Rapids, MI: Eerdmans, 1999), 6, 165.

3

See Elaine Graham, Heather Walton, and Frances Ward, “Theology-in-Action: Praxis,” in Theological Reflection:
Methods (London: SCM, 2005), 188-191; Paul Ballard and John Pritchard, Practical Theology in Action: Christian
Thinking in the Service of Church and Society (London: SPCK, 1996), 18, 67, 74-78, 118-119.
4

Drawn from my adaptation of Osmer, Practical Theology, 4, 10-11; DECIDE comes from Paul Shrier (2010), cited by
Graham Stanton, “Reforming ‘Practical Theology’,” 23-24, 27 (n.26); “Christopraxis” comes from Ray Anderson, The
Shape of Practical Theology: Empowering Ministry with Theological Praxis (Downers Grove, IL: InterVarsity Press,
2001), 7, 29-31, 47-60.
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Whatever your model of theological reflection, you should draw on three primary theological resources:
 Scripture and Theology (this is the “normative-hermeneutical” perspective, cf. Module 3)
 Cultural sources such as science, psychology, philosophy etc. (this is the “situational-empirical”
perspective, cf. Module 5)
 Personal reflection (this is the “experiential-strategic” perspective, cf. Module 5)
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4. GOD @ WORK: FOCUSING YOUR VOCATION TO
BRIDGE THE KINGDOM GAP
In this session we’ll focus in on our work, considering how we can “close the kingdom gap” between what is
and what should be in our primary vocation. This is also a great time to practice theological reflection on
the case studies we filled out in module one. The objective, here, is to envision our vocations as arenas
where we seek first God’s kingdom. The key aim is to determine three new actions that help align work
now with God’s not yet.
Opening Questions:
Describe your primary form of “work”. Do you see it as a vocation/calling? Why, or why not?
Have you ever thought about how this work, in its very nature, may serve God’s Kingdom? How?

Resource 10.2
Given that vocation is quite a distinct topic from technology, here are some resources chosen to help
you form a theology of your everyday work:
Concerning vocation, check out Module 2 “Living the Biblical Story” (§4 “God @ Work”) of Malyon’s
Christian Worldview course here. I’ve uploaded a bunch of great materials on vocation to online here.
In particular, Engage Australia stimulus and discussion guide will help you consider your present and
future vocation from a holistic kingdom witness perspective. Also, Malyon’s Workplace centre is here.
Also within that folder you'll find the "God @ Work" materials I published these in a church magazine
(KBC Life) across a year. Try out these questions concerning your vocation:
1. How do you see the goodness of creation in your vocation?
2. Where do you see the brokenness of the fall in your vocation?
3. Where do you see signs of redemption in what you do?
... That is, how do you seek first the kingdom of God as a ... (insert profession here)
4. How can you share the big story of the gospel through your vocation. (i.e. what might be a deeper
telling of the gospel using your vocation as the frame ... i.e., designed for good, damaged by evil,
restored for better, sent together to heal, God sets everything right. My example for a Pet Groomer here
might help; video here.)
Start by reading the introductory article here, then read the interviews on how God is at work painting
and acting here. Another way of helping you consider your vocation as witness is to use the concept of
the Kingdom Gap … see http://traverse.org.au/work, also covered below in this module.
For a sermon I preached laying the theological ground work for this, see "What on earth am I here for?"
I've uploaded quite a few of the video interviews that we subsequently played the same month in the
Sunday services ... we would then get those of that profession in each service to stand, and we laid hands
on them and prayed for God's blessing through them to the world through their work.
God @ Work HEALING (doctor):

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9KYIGqh4QF4

... ACTING (actress):

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QHSmQxHdnRs

... PROTECTING (military):

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IMhMintPz3Y

... GROOMING (pet care):

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9bBwFROtb70

... LITIGATING (conflict resolution lawyer):

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kBmaZBrcE8E
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These files will also be really helpful:
Lausanne Occasional Paper #40: “Marketplace Ministry” (network here)
Lausanne Occasional Paper #59: “Business as Mission” (network here)
Robert Webber, Ancient-Future Evangelism, “Vocation” (16pp)
Check out these great “workplace” websites:
Regent College Marketplace Institute here and Compass Ministries here
Malyon College's workplace project, led by Murray Wright here
London Institute for Contemporary Christianity here
Theology of Work Project here; Oikonomia (faith-work-economics) Network here
Lausanne’s branch on business as mission (BAM) here, with YWAM here
Mats Tunehag’s blog (key contributor to Lausanne BAM) here
Video courses on faith–work integration: “For the Life of the World” and “Reframe”
Centre for Faith and Work (Tim Keller) here
Guru Paul Stevens on marketplace here
Marketplace Leaders (Os Hillman) here
Q Ideas talks addressing the social sector and business, here and here
Additionally, check out the following books:
Burkett, Larry. Business by the Book: The Complete Guide of Biblical Principles for the Workplace.
Nashville, Tenn: Nelson Business, 2006.
Fraser, Robert E. Marketplace Christianity: Discovering the Kingdom Purposes of the Marketplace.
Kansas City, Kan: New Grid Publishing, 2006.
Grudem, Wayne A. Business for the Glory of God: The Bible's Teaching on the Moral Goodness of Business.
Wheaton, Ill: Crossway Books, 2003.
Hillman, Os. The 9 to 5 Window: How Faith Can Transform the Workplace. Ventura, Calif: Regal, 2005.
Keller, Timothy J., and Katherine Leary Alsdorf. Every Good Endeavour: Connecting Your Work to God's Work.
New York, N.Y.: Dutton, 2012.
Knapp, John C. How the Church Fails Businesspeople: And What Can Be Done About It.
Grand Rapids, Mich: W.B. Eerdmans Pub. Co, 2012.
Nelson, Tom. Work Matters: Connecting Sunday Worship to Monday Work. Wheaton, Ill: Crossway, 2011.
Schuurman, Douglas James. Vocation: Discerning Our Callings in Life.
Grand Rapids, Mich: W.B. Eerdmans Pub. Co, 2004.
Sherman, Amy L. Kingdom Calling: Vocational Stewardship for the Common Good.
Downers Grove, IL: IVP Books, 2011.
Stevens, R. Paul. The Other Six Days: Vocation, Work, and Ministry in Biblical Perspective.
Grand Rapids, Mich: W.B. Eerdmans, 1999.
Stevens, R. Paul. Work Matters: Lessons from Scripture.
Grand Rapids, Mich: William B. Eerdmans Pub. Co, 2012.
Veith, Gene Edward. God at Work: Your Christian Vocation in All of Life.
Wheaton, Ill: Crossway Books, 2002.
Volf, Miroslav. Work in the Spirit: Toward a Theology of Work.
Eugene, OR: Wipf and Stock, 2001.
Witherington, Ben. Work: A Kingdom Perspective on Labor.
Grand Rapids, Mich: W.B. Eerdmans Pub. Co, 2011.
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4.1

God Is @ Work

If you were the Son of God—with thirty-three years to save the world—how would you invest your time? If
it were me, I’d kick off with some spectacular show to draw attention, and then stick it to the guys in power
to reclaim my kingdom. No dilly dallying, right? Out with the mundane, and in with the miraculous. If the
‘good news’ is simply that the Saviour paid for our sins on the cross, then I’d want to head straight to
Jerusalem for the showdown, not get holed up in some sweat shop for half my life.
And this is precisely why Jesus’ life is an enigma. His path meandered.
A few months back I chatted with a leader of a missions
organization about “evangelism Jesus-style.” He was clearly
confused. “How could Jesus evangelize when the gospel is
Christ crucified for our sins? What would he say? ‘Hey folks,
in a few years time I’ll die on your behalf and then rise again,
so trust in me now—I will save you.” I asked what sense he
made of Jesus’ formative years, if the cross was all that
mattered. His reply: ‘Interesting point! Why did Jesus waste
all that time? I mean, he could have just come as an adult,
taught us the basics, paid for our sins, and then left the
church in his place.”
If the parts don’t fit, then maybe we’ve shrunk the gospel.
Granted, Jesus’ life began with a miracle of incarnation—God takes on flesh. But as C. S. Lewis noted, this
miraculous spermatozoon was absorbed by nature, in an otherwise uneventful nine month pregnancy.
Most of Jesus’ life was mundane. Being in very nature God, Jesus was simultaneously fully human. He
learned to walk and talk, he was toilet trained, schooled, socialised, and even put to work.
The Biblical accounts don’t dwell on the details. While the synoptics do mention the birth narratives, they
essentially jump from Jesus debating in the temple at age twelve, to the public launch of his ministry hot on
cousin John’s heels in the desert. Luke 2:52 indicates that Jesus grew “in wisdom and stature, favour with
God and favour with people.” But what does this mean? In Matthew 13:55, after an authoritative sermon,
Jesus’ Galilean peers try to undermine his reputation: “Is this not the carpenter’s son?” We gather from a
related passage in Mark 6:3 that Joseph’s legacy lived on: “‘Is this not the carpenter, the Son of Mary, and
brother of James, Joses, Judas, and Simon?’ So they were offended at him.” Now, technically, ‘carpenter’
doesn’t cut it. In Greek, the word is tekton, which in the broadest sense means “a builder of structures.”
(Think Allan White and his friends at Master Builders Australia.) Joseph and Jesus could have been
designers, construction engineers, or even architects.
This all sounds pretty hum-drum, right? (For my liturgical friends, I guess that’s why
‘ordinary time’ makes up the bulk of the church calendar—nothing noteworthy, just
going through the rhythms and motions of life.) Jesus’ daily grind is so understated
that apocryphal gospels two centuries later tried to fill in the gaps. We read of Joseph
commissioned to make a throne, but his mis-measurement lands him in trouble. Jesus
comes to the rescue, miraculously modifying the dimensions, so that both get the
kudos for a job well done. We rightly reject such spurious stories. But I wonder if we, too, are offended by
the ordinary-ness of Jesus’ life. Can we walk and work with Jesus without getting bored?
While the Biblical accounts don’t trace the contours of Jesus’ working life, our theology must. For Jesus,
apprenticeship and working with his hands wasn’t a pointless aside while he waited for the right time to
save the world. If you follow one of the church’s greatest early theologians, Irenaeus, Jesus’ work was part
of redemption. I’m talking about recapitulation. Jesus didn’t just reverse the sins of Adam on the cross. Yes,
this was the climax of redemption. But God set things right through Jesus by summing up all of human life
in himself. By faithful living in all of life’s stages and callings—as an infant, child, teen, worker, and adult—
he sanctifies it with his divinity. It’s an echo of God’s “very good” announced over creation right at the
beginning of the story.
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Creation. Fall. Redemption. Work is not a distraction. If I were to speak of “workplace evangelism,” most of
us would think of ethical practices and inserting Jesus in every conversation. But what if workplace
evangelism is about living and sharing the reign of God through all of our activities? Remember the Big
Story? God created us to tend and care for His garden planet, to cultivate it out of love for God, others, and
all creation. But we fell. We turned inward, and worked for our own gain irrespective of others. The result?
Curse. All we do—whether procreating, playing, or cultivating—is damaged by sin. It’s hard work being
productive when the ground is infested with thorns and thistles. But Christ has redeemed us. We are a new
creation in him. In turning from our agenda to God’s, we are filled with his creative Spirit. We are
empowered to work for good in a mixed field, to restrain sin, and encourage shalom. We can partner with
God toward the flourishing of all life. And we labour in hope that one day God will resurrect all our efforts
for his glory, and plant us afresh in a garden-city where we can meaningfully engage, for love of God,
neighbour, and the whole cosmos.
Can you see the radical implications of this story? Dualism is out. There is no separating spiritual (good) and
material (bad). Whatever we do toward flourishing—by better loving God, loving others, and cultivating the
world—is for His glory (1 Corinthians 10:31). Prayer, play, producing: it’s all for God. Remember that
implicit spiritual hierarchy: missionary is best, then pastor if you stay at home; traveling down the rungs, it’s
noble to volunteer in church, or be a doctor or teacher; if you must, serve with your hands in a trade; but
don’t pursue those spiritually worthless careers centred around (dirty) money, power, and pleasure, like
banking, law, and the arts. In God’s holistic economy, we need to flip this ladder on its side. Every one of
these professions has a creative purpose in the world. Every profession (including Pastoring!) is tainted by
sin. And every profession can be redeemed in the power of the Spirit.
Let me cut to the chase. It’s noble and necessary for you to serve in the church, for the building up of the
body of Christ. (Think worship band, Sunday School, and growth groups.) And it’s vital that this built-upbody corporately carries this blessing into the world. (Think structured outreaches, Alpha, and practical
neighbourhood help.) But all of this happens in your spare time. What would it look like if your primary
vocation, the bulk of your hours, were intentionally geared for the glory of God? … As a business
executive, plumber, student, check-out-chick, sales agent, nurse, news reader, video editor, accountant,
mum, teacher, what does it mean to seek first the Kingdom of God and His righteousness-justice? How
might you live and share the Big Story of creation, fall, and redemption, through your ‘work’?
What you do in your everyday vocation matters. It’s
a spiritual act of worship. Like Jesus and Joseph
sweating it up in the workshop, your ordinary
actions and mundane motions in a very real sense
participate with God in saving the world. But this
isn’t necessarily so. It will take thoughtful reflection,
prayer, and some intentional modifying of what you
do to more effectively restrain sin and promote
shalom for the glory of God and the flourishing of
life on this planet.
So, how do how ordinary people seek first God’s
kingdom through their vocation. Ask yourself this:
In my vocation, how can I be a sign of God’s Kingdom, pointing people to Jesus in word and deed? How
can I partner with the Spirit in the nature of the work (daily tasks), the context of the work (work
environment and relationships), the product of the work (goods and services), and the reward from the
work (whether financial, relational, or environmental)?
So, this week, may you meander with Jesus. As you engage the mundane tasks of your vocation—swiping a
bar code, entering data, hitting the books, sweeping the floors—may you practice the presence of God. See
the Saviour of the world by your side, hammering in nails. And know that this, too, is very good.
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Click on the graphics below to watch these two video clips (cf. LICC’S Vision for Workplace Ministry):

What is a ‘trader’? How does this vision of Christian vocation differ from what we typically
conceive of as ‘mission’? (For more on LICC, see their “Fruitfulness on the Frontlines” promo.)

4.2

The Kingdom Gap

Okay, so far we’ve established that what
you do with the majority of your hours
matters; it’s a spiritual act of service as
you seek first the kingdom of God
(Matthew 6:33; Colossians 3:17). We all
have a ‘vocation’—where we invest the
majority of our hours, whether as a
mum or a student, as a 9-5 factory
worker or a legal eagle. It’s great for us
each to invest ‘spare time’ into
volunteering through a church-based
ministry. But your greatest ministry of all
may well be the ‘church’ (those called
out by Christ and sent into the world on
mission) deployed during the week, as
we more intentionally direct our efforts toward restraining sin and promoting shalom—flourishing through
right relatedness with God, each other, and this world God loves.
We’ve also seen how our vocation can be understood through the lens of creation, fall, and redemption.
1. Describe your vocation
2. Where do you see creational intent in this vocation
(designed for good)
3. How has cultural idolatry (sin) warped this vocation?
(damaged by evil)
4. How might you participate redemptively with healing
action as you seek first the Kingdom of God? (restored for
better  sent together to heal the world a taste of when God
sets everything right)
Still, what does it mean to seek first God’s kingdom in my work right now? This is especially complicated
as we live between the now of a fallen world into which Christ’s salvation has been birthed, and the not yet
of our fully realised hope under the complete administration of Jesus’ loving reign.
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Another way of conceptualising your vocation is through “the Kingdom Gap.”
Try this:
1) Imagine your vocation was carried into the New Creation. Imagine that it reflected the fullness of
the Kingdom of God, where all the corrupting influences of sin are removed. (Some professions will
take more imagination than others.) Think about the following dimensions:
a. The nature of the work itself (i.e., the day-to-day tasks workers do in producing something—
entering data, fitting parts on an assembly line, consulting with clients, and so forth);
b. The context of the work (i.e.., the work environment and community among workers);
c. The product of the work (i.e., the central goods and/or services your business yields—
computer chips, financial advice, transportation, education, and so forth); and
d. The income from the work (i.e., profits and pay from goods and services rendered)
2) Now, what is the current state of affairs? Again, consider each of the same dimensions:
the nature, context, product, and income of the work.
3) In God’s strength and prayerfully following His lead, how can I leverage my power and position to
close this Kingdom Gap? That is, how can I participate in healing action by restraining sin and
promoting shalom/flourishing? Again, seek God for particular actions you can do in each facet of
your vocation: nature, context, product, income.
You might find it helpful to map this onto a diagram like the following:
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Class Activity 10.5 … Kingdom Gap & Case Studies
Work through the “Kingdom Gap” process on the previous page. Map your diagram below.

Three new actions that I can start right now to bridge the Kingdom Gap as a sign of God’s shalom are:
 _______________________________________________________________________________
 _______________________________________________________________________________
 _______________________________________________________________________________
 Once you’ve finished this, pair up with another and work through a theological reflection on the
Case Studies filled out in Module 1.
Listen to how Ian Bloemendal (a litigator in dispute resolution) seeks God’s kingdom through his work:
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Reflection Activities 10.3 & 10.4
Journal at least 30 (meaningful!) words in response the following questions, and tick off the related
boxes on pp. 14/15 of the unit guide.
#10.3 In what sense is your work a vocation? How does the nature of your work serve God’s Kingdom?
#10.4 After Class Activity 10.5, what are three actions you will take to bridge the Kingdom Gap?

As we close this module, we must remember that we are not simply “thinking things” but “desiring
creatures”. Developing a “theology for everyday life” is not just about understanding rightly, but loving
truly. That is, we must be intentional in our habitual practices (or ‘liturgies’) so that our hearts are
formed to love the Kingdom of God. Again, “theology begets doxology”. Learning is in the service of
worship. Thus, as we will do each week, let us close by singing the Doxology:

Praise God, from Whom all blessings flow;
Praise Him, all creatures here below;
Praise Him above, ye heavenly host;
Praise Father, Son, and Holy Ghost. Amen.
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Forum Activity for Module 10
Journal #9 (re: module 10, due before class module 11): Share and critically reflect on either (a) your use
of technology: in what ways is it enhancing or defacing God’s image in you?; (b) your everyday vocation:
if someone were to observe your actions across the last week, how would they describe and rate your
intentionality at seeking first the Kingdom of God in every facet of your work?
In each of weeks 3 through 12 (inclusive) of the semester, please submit a 150-200 word journal entry on
the previous module’s topic comprising:
a. Your personal experience of and Christian reflection on the assigned practice for the module.
(Be sure to reference at least one of the pre-readings each entry)
b. A brief statement about your use of your time during the previous week, together with a concise
self-evaluation
For each Moodle Module, I’ve set up a forum bubble.
It is *not* required that you post your 150-200 word
reflection to this forum—especially if it’s more personal
than you want to reveal. That said, doing this weekly may be a helpful discipline to process as the course
progresses rather than leaving it to the last minute. Additionally, it engages the distance students as you
share your thoughts and respond to what others share. So, give it a go!
PLEASE NOTE: I am very aware of the fact that journal entries such as those envisaged here will by their nature
contain personal material, and so let me: 1) assure you of confidentiality (except with your permission, my eyes will
be the only ones to see what you have written); and 2) on that basis encourage you to let me walk beside you this
semester as we attempt to narrow the gap between our faith and our behaviour.
It is neither wise nor possible for me to attempt to grade your experience. However, the quality of your reflection
on that experience is gradable, and I’ll be assessing your journal entries on the basis of the following key criteria:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

You have reflected seriously & perceptively on the assigned topic/practice = SEE
You have formulated a distinctly Christian response to the topic/practice = JUDGE
You suggest possible or necessary changes to your attitudes and behaviour as a result of your deliberately
Christian reflection on these sometimes “mundane” issues = ACT
You provide an honest self-evaluation of the use of your time during the week
You have engaged at least one pre-reading per entry

It is expected that you will submit your journal entries in a neat (typed) and coherent form.

Put your response on the Moodle Forum (150-200 words)

Preparation for Next Week …
 Journal work (as per the unit guide assessment requirement) both addressing the set
question, and keeping tabs on your time during that week. If it suits, post your journal
reflection to the Moodle forum.
 Pre-reading, as per Unit Guide pp6-7 … come ready to share on each of the following:
-a question—something you don’t get, or want to clarify
-a challenge—something you disagree with, or want to nuance
-an implication—“so what” for your theology of everyday life
-an application—something useful right now in your context
 If it’s your turn, come prepared to share your theology for one aspect of everyday life
 If it’s your turn, come prepared to share a spiritual practice/discipline that we can try out
during the following week as a way of staying alert to God’s presence throughout every
minute of every daily activity.
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Significance for Christian theology, life and thought...
Well, more than a few years on from when I first wrote “A Label I’m Learning to Embrace” (optional
pre-reading for this module, from wonderingfair.com here), I do have a mobile phone. But I haven’t
stopped asking the crucial questions: how am I formed, and deformed, by use of this medium?
Shunning social media and foregoing phones is not for everyone, and it doesn’t make you more godly.
But, inasmuch as this counter-cultural stance makes anyone stop and think about the bigger meaning
of what life is really about, I’m content. As we keep asking this whole course, How might I reflect on
my everyday practices and change how I live in pursuit of truthful action to God’s glory?
Perhaps we could approach this from another angle: With any change I make,
What is gained, and what is lost? [For gains, see “Unplugged” here, 5:58-11:38]
Following is an ancient dialogue from Plato’s “Phaedrus,” retelling the story of King Thamus of Upper
Egypt dialoguing with the god Theuth the Inventor. (See ch. 1 of Neil Postman’s Technopoly.)
Background: In Plato’s Phaedrus, he recounts Socrates telling this legend to his friend, Phaedrus, to
instruct him wisely in weighing the value of various technologies. Thamus was the King of a great city
of Upper Egypt, and in this story, he entertained the god Theuth, who was the inventor of many things
including number, calculation, geometry, astonomy, and writing. Theuth exhibited his inventions to
King Thamus, claiming that they should be made widely known and available to Egyptians.
Socrates continues:
Thamus inquired into the use of each of them [the inventions], and as Theuth
went through them expressed approval or disapproval, according as he
judged Theuth’s claims to be well or ill founded. It would take too long to go
through all that Thamus is reported to have said for and against each of
Theuth’s inventions. But when it came to writing, Theuth declared, “Here is
an accomplishment, my Lord the King, which will improve both the wisdom
and the memory of the Egyptians. I have discovered a sure receipt for
memory and wisdom.” To this, Thamus replied, “Theuth, my paragon of
inventors, the discoverer of an art is not the best judge of the good or harm
which will accrue to those who practice it. So it is in this; you, who are the
father of writing, have out of fondness for your off-spring attributed to it
quite the opposite of its real function. Those who acquire it will cease to
exercise their memory and become forgetful; they will rely on writing to bring
things to their remembrance by external signs instead of by their own internal
resources. What you have discovered is a receipt for recollection, not for
memory. And as for wisdom, your pupils will have the reputation for it
without the reality: they will receive a quantity of information without proper
instruction, and in consequence be thought very knowledgeable when they
are for the most part quite ignorant. And because they are filled with the
conceit of wisdom instead of real wisdom they will be a burden to society.”
You’ll have to read Postman for yourself to get his appreciation of the blessings of technology, and yet
his choice to err on the side of “Thamusian scepticism” amidst throngs of one-eyed zealous Theuths,
blind to the burdens of innovation. For me, and perhaps for you, here’s food for thought:
To Mull Over: For the various high-tech options you have incorporated into your everyday life, what
benefits and burdens have they introduced? How have these technologies been both a blessing, and a
curse? How have they helped, and what have they undone? Perhaps the most fundamental question is
this: Does my use of technology magnify, or mutilate, the image of God in me? … How, then, would
Jesus have you respond? The same questions may be asked of any changes we make. The point is not
to avoid change in a conservative backlash. Rather, may you “choose wisely”.
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